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ABSTRACT. While there is evidence on the effectiveness of diversifying real estate portfolio

geographically, or by property type, there is lack of empirical evidence to justify whether

diversification of managers is worth pursuing. This study produces evidence on the effective-

ness of diversifying by managers and property types. The study collected data on capital and

annual rental values from three (3) main Property Investment and Development Companies

in Lagos Metropolis, Nigeria. From the data so collected, annual total returns (IRR), on

residential properties, for a period of between 1997 and 2001 on the managers’ portfolio were

calculated. Under the assumptions that investments are held long and that constant corre-

lation model or excess return to standard deviation represents the covariance structure of

assets’ returns, the study’s analyses suggest that diversification of managers and property

types produce improved performance. It also opens the possibility that an efficient portfolio

developed by using constant correlation analysis may not be more efficient than a naively

diversified portfolio as some of the naive diversification strategies are found to be effectively

efficient.

KEYWORDS: Evaluation; Managers diversification; Real estate portfolio; Constant correla-

tion model; Naive diversification

1. INTRODUCTION

Throughout the ages, investors have ap-

proached the problems of investment decision

in a number of ways. Some prefer the strat-

egy, which according to Hargitay and Yu (1993)

was formulated by Andrew Carnegie, whose

maxim says “put all your eggs in one basket

and then watch the basket”. The dictum “do

not put all your eggs in one basket” appears

to be the belief of many. Hence, the idea that

the risk of loss can be minimised by not putting

all of one’s assets in “one basket” has been

around for a very long time. Since Markowitz

(1952, 1959) foundation works on Modern Port-

folio Theory (MPT), authors and professionals

have examined almost every possible ways of

diversifying within the stock market although

two decades elapsed before MPT was first ap-

plied to real estate. Attempts to transplant this

methodology have long been frustrated due to

the peculiar nature of property market, espe-

cially the lack of adequate time-series data.

Meanwhile, the first research began in early

1980s (quoting from Mueller, 1993) with the

presumption that a properly diversified real

estate portfolio should help to partially over-

come the illiquidity and mobility problems in-

herent in real estate.

Studies such as, Hadaway, (1978); Miles and
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McCue, (1982); Hartzell, Hekman and Miles,

(1986); Grissom, Kuhle and Walther, (1987);

Giliberto and Hopkins, (1990); Mueller, (1993);

Pagliari, Webb and Del Casino, (1995); Brown,

(1997); Brown, Li and Lusht (2000); Conover,

Friday and Sirmans (2002); Lee (2005); Lee and

Stevenson (2005) and Adair, McGreal and

Webb (2006) have generally demonstrated that

diversification benefits may be captured by

combining different classes of real estate as-

sets in different locations or by acquiring dif-

ferent property types or using both strategies.

In other words, real estate diversification has

traditionally been studied along two dimen-

sions, namely, geographic/economic grouping

and property types. However, the comment of

Cheng and Liang (2000) on diversification of

managers and property types as well as the

results of Ajala (2001), in Nigeria, opened the

question of whether diversification by manag-

ers and property types would produce compa-

rable (or improved) performance. The answer

to this question is necessary because authors

such as Del Casino, (1995), Olaleye (2000) and

Ajala (2001) have noted the importance of dif-

fering managerial skills on the overall perform-

ance of property portfolios.

The concept of managers and property type

diversification holds that investors may com-

bine investments and achieve good portfolio

performance by investing in various property

types focusing on the different management

firms. The idea derives from the fact that the

varying skills and experiences possessed by

various property managers can have influence

on the performance of a particular property or

portfolio in terms of risk-return trade-off. In

addition, it is believed that the differences

among property types relate to the time and

expertise necessary to manage them as invest-

ments. Thus, Cheng and Liang (2000) reported

that pension funds in U.S.A. have been advised

to seek diversification of managers and prop-

erty types.

Since early 1980s, studies were conducted

with various techniques and databases used

to examine the benefits of diversifying real es-

tate geographically and by property types.

They were also based on a variety of levels

including national, regional, metropolitan ar-

eas, and even smaller spatial definitions. Miles

and McCue (1982) tested diversification strat-

egies in United States of America by dividing

the country into four geographic regions and

comparing this with a strategy that diversi-

fied the portfolio by property types. They found

out that diversification by property type

showed better risk return characteristics than

did a four region geographic strategy. In the

same vein, Hartzell, Hekman and Miles (1986),

Hartzell, Shulman and Wurtzebach (1987),

Grissom, Kuhle and Walther (1987), Giliberto

and Hophins (1990) and Mueller (1993) stud-

ies examined efficient frontiers for various di-

versification schemes and compared them

against naively diversified portfolios. The stud-

ies found evidence (although mix evidence) to

show that geographic and or property type di-

versification brings marginal improvement in

portfolio performance. Besides, Pagliari, Webb

and Del Casino (1995) findings suggest that

while MPT yields optimal ex post portfolios,

its use as an ex ante portfolio allocation strat-

egy can lead to mixed results. Cheng and Liang

(2000) improved on pervious studies on opti-

mal diversification by answering few questions

that centred on whether improvement is sig-

nificant in a statistical sense or not. The study

found evidence to support the fact that an ef-

ficient portfolio is statistically more efficient

than a corresponding naively diversified port-

folio when the portfolio period is the same as

the period used for testing the difference in

efficiency. Brown, Li and Lusht (2000) study

on intracity geographic diversification divide

Hong Kong into sub-markets and concluded

that efficient portfolios outperform many na-

ive strategies based on equal allocations across

districts, and outperform most, but not all, of

those based on “all your eggs in one district”
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strategies. Viezer (2000) found evidence to sug-

gest, among others, that more dimensions of

diversification are better than fewer dimen-

sions and that the best strategy used sixteen

dimensions (four property types in four geo-

graphic regions). Recent studies such as

Steinert and Crowe (2001), Conover et al.

(2002), Lee (2005), Liow, Ooi and Gong (2005)

and Lee and Stevenson (2005) have also evalu-

ated and determined the benefits of diversifi-

cation from both local and foreign/global real

estate investments. Adair, McGreal and Webb

(2006) also established the diversification ef-

fects of direct versus indirect real estate in-

vestment in U.K. These studies have shown

that different diversification strategies come

with different portfolio benefits.

The above, no doubt, is a pointer to the fact

that there are many empirical studies justify-

ing whether diversification by property types

or by geographic or economic location is worth

pursuing. With managers and property type

diversification, little is known. Thus, this pa-

per has found the justification for examining

the effectiveness of managers diversification,

more so that authors such as Del Casino (1995)

have noted that investing in various property

types based on the differing managerial skills

could bring improved performance. Cheng and

Liang (2000) reported that pension fund in

U.S.A. have been advised to seek diversifica-

tion of managers and property types. Olaleye

(2000) is of the opinion that good management

decisions, as a reflection of management style,

could have enormous influence on the perform-

ance of property portfolios. Also, Ajala (2001)

results on comparative performance measure-

ment of public and private real estate portfo-

lios (firms) suggest that management style

adopted by firms is very significant to the per-

formance of their property portfolios. Specifi-

cally, the study found evidence to suggest that

differing management styles and skills can

bring differing portfolio performance. All these

point to the fact that there may be some ben-

efits derivable from managers’ diversification.

The central theme of this paper therefore is to

examine the question of whether diversifica-

tion by managers and property types would

produce better performance.

2. METHODOLOGY AND DATA

The benefits of managers diversification are

measured in real estate market of Ikoyi and

Victoria Island areas of Lagos Metropolis, Ni-

geria. This is done with the belief that if ben-

efits of managers diversification can be meas-

ured in these relatively homogenous markets,

then they are likely to be found elsewhere. The

sample is annual transaction data for residen-

tial properties obtained from three major prop-

erty investment and development companies

in Nigeria for five-year period from 1997

through 2001. These companies are

WEMABOD Estate Limited, UACN Property

Development Company and Stallion Property

Development Company. This period, in the

Nigerian property markets, can be divided into

two sub-periods. These are (i) 1997 to 1999,

which is characterised by expansion and posi-

tive growth in most of the Nigerian markets

and (ii) 2000 to 2001, which reflects the begin-

ning of contraction phase following the posi-

tive growth in rent, positive but slow growth

in demand and the greater than demand in-

creasing supply. The scope of the study was

restricted to a consideration of diversification

options within residential property sector only.

Also, the properties included in the sample

were those located within Ikoyi and Victoria

Island property markets in Nigeria. This re-

striction in scope is done in a concerted effort

to control or remove the gains that may be

obtained from investing in different property

sectors and locations. This thus limits our con-

sideration of the benefits of diversification to

different manager’s skills.

The managers of the three companies sam-

pled were asked to give data on performance
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levels of residential properties, located in the

study areas in their respective portfolios in

aggregated form. In other words, the study

adopted aggregated approach on properties’

performance with the performance of each

property type sampled reflecting the average

performance level of all the individual prop-

erty type contained in each manager’s portfo-

lio. This reduction in scope is necessary be-

cause property companies in Nigeria prefer

giving out needed data on properties’ perform-

ance levels in aggregated form rather than on

an individual basis for confidential reason. Al-

though, this methodology, according to Geltner

(1991), tends to understate the volatility of the

real estate market especially because the prop-

erty values are appraisal based, the author

opined that the bias becomes a systematic er-

ror since it has a similar impact on all the prop-

erties included in the analysis.

Annual internal rate of returns on each of

the property type and in each of the three

managers’ portfolios were estimated as:
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where: r
m

 is the internal rate of return (IRR);

R
t
 is the income received in period t, t = 1, 2,

3, ... n; P
t
 is the net purchase/outlays in pe-

riod t, t = 1, 2, 3, ... n; C
n
 is the value of the

property at the end of period n (measurement

period); C0 is the initial cost of investment or

capital value of the asset at the beginning of

the measurement period; n is the number of

time-period (measurement period).

The result is a return series for each of the

managers named A, B, C (see Table 1) from

which optimal (efficient) portfolios were con-

structed using constant correlation model. The

calculations were based on the assumption that

investments are held long. The use of this

method is preferred to the traditional mean

variance analysis because of its reduced math-

Table 1. Average Return Statistics per annum (%) (1997–2001)

epytytreporP AreganaM BreganaM CreganaM

:stalfmoordeB2 (naeM Ri :) 07.22

1ytreporP (.dtS δ :) 183.2 ------- -------

R( i – Rf /) δ: 494.3

:wolagnubmoordeB4-3 (naeM Ri :) 55.61

2ytreporP (.dtS δ :) 123.1 ------- -------

R( i – Rf /) δ: 346.1

:sexelpudmoordeB4-3 (naeM Ri :) 21.11 57.32

1ytreporP (.dtS δ :) ------- 917.1 198.0

R( i– Rf /) δ: 698.1- 615.01

:esuohdehcateddeB4-3 (naeM Ri) 94.42 67.91

2ytreporP (.dtS δ :) ------- 783.1 586.1

R( i– Rf /) δ: 982.7 491.3

:talfmoordeB4-3 (naeM Ri) 77.11 83.22

3ytreporP (.dtS δ :) ------- 034.0 026.2

R( i – Rf /) δ: 070.6- 350.3

Note: Rf (the average returns on Treasury bills for the period) = 14. 38%.

The three managers’ identities are not disclosed in this paper due to confidentiality attached to information in the Nige-

rian property market.
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ematical complexities. Thus, it allows a port-

folio manager to quickly and easily determine

the optimum portfolio without much math-

ematics as in Markowitz’s mean variance

model. Besides, it is the expectation that the

Nigerian investors will support a less complex

analysis since, like other investors, they are

loath to invest on the basis of allocation sys-

tem that they do not understand. Also, it is

the authors’ belief that mean variance analy-

sis is best suited for a developed real estate

market where there is evidence of time-series

data and investments can be held short. Where

property market is yet to be fully integrated

into the capital market operations and most

investments are held long, such method as

mean variance analysis can produce mislead-

ing results. In addition, the use of constant

correlation model also allowed us to single out

just six portfolios for testing against the naive

portfolios and thus we do not have to test every

single efficient portfolio which, off-course, is

infinite in number. The six portfolios tested

were based on +1, +0.5, +0.1, -0.1, -0.5 and –1

correlation coefficients between each pair of

asset.

The procedure for this model as described

by Elton and Gruber (1981) involved, basically,

three steps. First, assets are ranked by their

excess return to standard deviation as:

( ) ifi RR δ− / . (2)

Second, a cut-off rate C* which determines

how many assets are selected in the optimal

portfolio, will be fixed by first calculating the

cut-off rate C
i
 for each assets as thus:
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where: ρ = the correlation coefficient – assumed

constant for all securities; C
i
 = calculated cut-

off rate for asset i.

The cut-off rate (C*) is then fixed such that

all assets/properties with higher ratios of

( ) ifi RR δ− /  than their C
i
 will be included in

the optimal portfolio and all assets with lower

ratios excluded. Third, the optimal amount,

which must be invested in each asset, is cal-

culated as:
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Following from the procedures described

above, optimal portfolios are constructed and

their efficiency compared with the various na-

ive portfolios developed so as to determine the

superiority or otherwise of the naive diversifi-

cation schemes. These naive diversification

portfolios are based on:

1. Equal allocation between managers

(1 portfolio).

2. All investment in one manager (3 port-

folios).

3. Equal allocation between managers

with the allocation to each manager

spread evenly among the property types

in the manager's portfolio (1 portfolio).

4. Equal allocation between managers

with the allocation to each manager

invested in one property at a time (13

portfolios).

In all, 18 different naive diversification port-

folios were considered and their mean/stand-

ard deviation ratio as well as effectiveness of

diversification compared with the efficient port-

folios.

The mean standard deviation criterion

holds that portfolio A from strategy X is better

than (or dominate) portfolio B from strategy Y

if M/δ (P
a
) > M/δ (P

b
). A higher ratio is associ-

ated with higher portfolio efficiency. In addi-

tion, portfolio efficiencies are viewed in terms

of their effectiveness of diversification meas-
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ure. This expresses the percentage reduction

in risk achieved by holding a variety of differ-

ent assets, which is borne out of the fact that

in modern portfolio theory, the risk of a port-

folio, as measured by the standard deviation

of returns, is less than the weighted average

risk of the individual constituent assets. Thus,

by comparing the risk of portfolio return (R)

with the weighted average risk of individual

assets (W), it should be possible to produce a

measure of the effectiveness of diversification

(Ajayi, 1998 quoting Lumby, 1984). It is meas-

ured as:

Effectiveness of Diversification ( ) .WRW −=

(6)

The higher the ratio, the higher the effi-

ciency of diversification.

3. RESULTS

In the study, 18 different naive portfolios

were constructed for use as benchmark. They

are based on:

(1) Diversification by manager (wherein pro-

perty purchase is not given consideration) and

where investments were either solely in one

manager (3 portfolios) or in equal allocations to

each of the three managers (1 portfolio).

(2) Diversification of managers and prop-

erty types wherein property purchases are con-

sidered. Here, we considered (a) equal alloca-

tion to managers with the allocation assumed

to spread evenly among the property types in

each manager’s portfolios (1 portfolio), and (b)

equal allocation to managers with the alloca-

tion to each manager invested in one property

type at a time (13 portfolios). Table 2 presents

the returns (and standard deviations) of these

benchmark portfolios. The results show that

they range from 15.79 (0.274) to 21.96 (1.154)

for managers’ diversification only and 15.81

(0.253) to 23.65 (1.258) for managers and prop-

erty types diversification. Returns and risks

tended to be higher for managers and prop-

erty types diversification than for manager di-

versification only. Also, the diversification

strategies of equal allocation across managers

and property types with the allocation invested

in one property type in each manager’s portfo-

lio produced a better (dominant) portfolio with

the strategy of diversifying equally across man-

agers and property types ranking second. The

diversification strategy of equal allocation to

each manager’s portfolio ranked third in effi-

ciency level, in terms of mean/standard devia-

tion ratio.

3.1. Residential Diversification by

Manager (Efficient Portfolios)

The results of diversification by manager

are shown in Table 3. The results include the

standard deviation, mean returns, weights

mean/standard deviation ratio and effective-

ness of diversification of the six efficient port-

folios constructed. Among these portfolios, the

portfolio that is based on correlation coefficient

of 0.1 produced dominant results in terms of

mean/standard deviation ratio and effective-

ness of diversification. Also, the range of re-

sults is less than those realised for naive di-

versification strategies. Range of results is 4.07

vs 6.17 for efficient and naive portfolios respec-

tively. It is also noted that the dominant port-

folio (in terms of mean/standard deviation ra-

tio) outperformed the naive diversification

based on this strategy but has a lower effec-

tiveness of diversification of 0.6206 as against

the naive diversification effectiveness of 0.6684.

One other thing noted in these results is that,

on the average, portfolio efficiency tends to

increase with the reduction in the correlation

coefficient.

3.2. Residential Diversification by

Managers and Property Types

The returns, standard deviation and weight

of efficient portfolios as well as their mean/
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Table 2. Returns and Standard Deviation of Benchmark Portfolios

seigetartS oiloftroP
(nruteR Rp)

dradnatS
)dtS(noitaiveD

fo.ffE
noitacifisreviD

dtS/naeM
(Rp/δ)

ylnOnoitacifisreviDreganaM

AreganaMnisdnuftnemtsevnillA 36.91 878.0 7525.0 853.22

BreganaMnisdnuftnemtsevnillA 97.51 492.0 6057.0 807.35

CreganaMnisdnuftnemtsevnillA 69.12 451.1 7333.0 920.91

reganamhcaeotnoitacollalauqE 31.91 752.0 4866.0 634.47

epytytreporPdnasreganaM
noitacifisreviD

sepytytreporpdnasreganamotlauqE.1 31.91 352.0 6048.0 316.57

otnoitacolladnasreganamotlauqE.2
s'reganamhcaeniepytytreporpeno

)1(oiloftrop

91.91 752.1 6442.0 762.51

2oiloftroP---ottiD--- 23.22 878.0 1715.0 124.52

3oiloftroP---ottiD--- 59.81 883.0 6587.0 560.65

4oiloftroP---ottiD--- 91.32 472.0 3178.0 536.48

5oiloftroP---ottiD--- 80.81 858.0 6724.0 270.12

6oiloftroP---ottiD--- 41.71 125.0 3206.0 898.23

7oiloftroP---ottiD--- 72.02 744.0 7496.0 743.54

8oiloftroP---ottiD--- 09.61 852.1 6631.0 434.31

9oiloftroP---ottiD--- 41.12 241.1 0753.0 115.81

01oiloftroP---ottiD--- 63.71 263.0 1985.0 659.74

11oiloftroP---ottiD--- 18.51 188.0 6044.0 649.71

21oiloftroP---ottiD--- 56.32 612.1 0712.0 944.91

31oiloftroP---ottiD--- 86.61 812.1 5453.0 596.31

Eff. of Diversification = Effectiveness of Diversification

Table 3. Diversification by Managers (efficient portfolios)

soiloftroP oiloftroP
nruteR

(Rp)

dradnatS
noitaiveD

)dtS(

fo.ffE
-ifisreviD

noitac

dtS/naeM
(Rp/δ)

snoitacollaegatnecreP

A B C

0.1+fo.rroC 69.12 451.1 0654.0 920.91 000.0 000.0 000.1

5.0+fo.rroC 53.91 762.0 6785.0 274.27 943.0 192.0 063.0

1.0+fo.rroC 40.81 532.0 6026.0 667.67 642.0 345.0 112.0

1.0–fo.rroC 98.71 532.0 7606.0 821.67 432.0 275.0 491.0

5.0–fo.rroC 29.71 732.0 5606.0 216.57 632.0 665.0 891.0

0.1–fo.rroC 96.02 992.0 0645.0 791.96 545.0 000.0 554.0

Note: A, B, C represent Managers A, B and C portfolios; Corr. = Correlation Coefficient.
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standard deviation ratio and effectiveness of

diversification of diversification strategy by

managers and property types are shown in

Table 4. The dominant portfolio (in terms of

mean standard deviation ratio) on this strat-

egy is the portfolio that is based on –0.1 corre-

lation coefficient. Although, this portfolio out-

performed virtually all of the naive portfolios

based on this strategy, it did not outperform

the dominant naive portfolio and one other.

Meanwhile, the range of returns on these port-

folios is far less than the one achieved by the

naive diversifications (2.27 vs 7.84). It is also

noted that the dominant efficient portfolio

might have performed better than others

tested because it invested in all the properties

under the three managers’ portfolios (8 in all)

except one. Thus, there is more opportunity

for better spread of assets and risk.

3.3. Comparing the Dominant Strategies

Table 5 compares the dominant naive strat-

egies and the efficient set returns, standard

Table 4. Diversification by Manager and Property Ttypes (efficient portfolios):

-troP
soilof

-troP
oilof
-eR
nrut

(Rp)

-dnatS
dra

-aiveD
noit
)dtS(

fo.ffE
-reviD

-ifis
noitac

-naeM
dtS/

(Rp/δ)

snoitacollaegatnecreP

A1 A2 B1 B2 B3 C1 C2 C3

.rroC
0.1+fo

57.32 198.0 000.0 556.62 000.0 000.0 000.0 00.0 00.0 000.0 000.1 000.0

.rroC
5.0+fo

78.32 587.0 0191.0 804.03 000.0 000.0 000.0 061.0 00.0 048.0 00.0 000.0

.rroC
1.0+fo

66.32 486.0 1214.0 195.43 240.0 000.0 000.0 252.0 00.0 136.0 840.0 720.0

.rroC
1.0–fo

17.12 463.0 1347.0 346.95 280.0 121.0 450.0 291.0 00.0 863.0 211.0 170.0

.rroC
5.0–fo

98.32 758.0 5452.0 678.72 970.0 000.0 000.0 482.0 00.0 736.0 000.0 000.0

.rroC
0.1–fo

89.32 857.0 8372.0 636.13 000.0 000.0 000.0 803.0 00.0 296.0 000.0 000.0

Note: A
1
, B

1
, C

1
 e.t.c. Stand for property 1 in the portfolio of manager A, property 1 in the portfolio of manager B, and

property 1 in the portfolio of manager C and so on.

Table 5. Dominant strategies

noitacifisreviDeviaN nruteRhgiHsoiloftroPtneiciffE

Rp δp /M δ fo.ffE
viD

Rp δp /M δ fo.ffE
viD

s'reganaM
noitacifisreviD

31.91 752.0 634.47 4866.0 40.81 532.0 667.67 6026.0

ytreporPdnareganaM
epyt

91.32 472.0 536.48 3178.0 17.12 463.0 346.95 1347.0

Eff. of Div = Effectiveness of Diversification
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deviations and their effectiveness of diversifi-

cation for each of the two diversification strat-

egies considered.

The results show that for managers diver-

sification only, the strategy of equal allocation

to all managers’ portfolio achieved a higher

return (19.13 vs 18.04) than the efficient fron-

tier although with a higher risk level (0.257

vs 0.235). For managers and property type di-

versification, the strategy of equal allocation

to all managers with the allocation invested

in one property type in each manager’s portfo-

lio produced a superior return performance

portfolio (portfolio that combines A1, B2, and

C3) than the corresponding efficient portfolio.

It turns in a marginally superior return per-

formance (23.19 vs 21.71) for even a lower risk

than the efficient portfolios (0.274 vs 0.364).

The mean standard deviation ratio however

shows slightly different results. While the

dominant naive portfolio based on managers

and property types diversification outper-

formed the efficient portfolio based on this

strategy (84.635 vs 59.643), the dominant port-

folio based on managers diversification only did

not outperform the corresponding efficient

portfolio (74.436 vs 76.766). The results of the

effectiveness of diversification of the dominant

strategies also reflect that the naive portfolios

on the two strategies are better than their cor-

responding efficient portfolios. The strategies

achieved effectiveness of diversification level

of 0.6684 vs 0.6206 and 0.8406 vs 0.7431 for

naive and efficient portfolios respectively. The

study’s analyses therefore suggest that diver-

sification of managers and property types pro-

duce improved performance and that efficient

portfolios may not, afterall, be superior to all

naively diversified portfolios.

4. CONCLUSION

Our analysis of managers’ diversification

within Nigerian market during the period

1997– 2001 shows that efficient portfolios (con-

stant correlation model portfolios) outper-

formed all strategies based on “all allocation

in one property manager’s portfolio” and the

strategy based on “equal allocation to each of

the managers”. With regards to managers and

property type diversification, efficient portfo-

lios outperformed most, but not all, of those

strategies based on “equal allocation between

managers with the allocation to each manager

invested in one property class”. Also, efficient

portfolios did not outperform the portfolio that

was based on “equal allocation between man-

agers with the allocation spread evenly among

property type in each manager’s portfolio”.

Thus, this result opens the possibility that an

efficient portfolio developed by constant corre-

lation analysis may not be more efficient than

a naively diversified portfolio.

While we may attribute the finding in the

study to the fact that assets are assumed to

be held long (no short sale) the finding may

vary if short selling is allowed. Also, the rela-

tively high correlation assumed to be between

pair of assets might have been disadvanta-

geous to efficient portfolios in terms of the

spread of assets and risk reduction. It has been

noted earlier in the study that portfolio effi-

ciency tends to increase with the reduction in

the correlation coefficient.

Although, the study did not test the statis-

tical significance of the benefits being found

from managers’ diversification and examine the

effects of cycle on the performance of the port-

folios, it has shown that there are benefits de-

rivable from managers’ diversification. For in-

vestors who therefore welcome every bit of risk

reduction regardless of how slight the chance

is, managers and property type diversification

may be perceived as useful. Further research

could be done to test the statistical significance

of managers’ diversification and can obtain

additional evidence as to the ex ante perform-

ance of all those strategies tested in this study.

In addition, the study can be extended further

and enriched with additional property manag-

ers and property characteristics.
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SANTRAUKA

NEKILNOJAMOJO TURTO PORTFELIØ VALDYTOJØ DIVERSIFIKACIJOS VERTINIMAS:
ÁRODYMAI IÐ NIGERIJOS

Abel OLALEYE, Bioye Tajudeen ALUKO

Nors yra árodymø, kad geografinë nekilnojamojo turto portfelio diversifikacija arba diversifikacija pagal nuosavybës
rûðis yra efektyvi, trûksta empiriniø duomenø, patvirtinanèiø, kad verta siekti valdytojø diversifikacijos. Ðis tyrimas
pateikia árodymø, kad valdytojø diversifikacija ir diversifikacija pagal nuosavybës rûðis yra efektyvi. Tyrimo metu
surinkti duomenys apie kapitalà ir metines nuomos vertes ið trijø pagrindiniø Lagoso miesto (Nigerija) nuosavybës
investicijø ir plëtros bendroviø. Pagal surinktus duomenis apskaièiuota 1997–2001 metø metinë bendroji gràþa (vidinë
gràþos norma) ið valdytojø portfelyje esanèios gyvenamosios nuosavybës. Tariant, kad investicijos ilgalaikës, o pastovios
koreliacijos modelis arba perteklinës gràþos ir standartinës deviacijos santykis sudaro turto gràþos kovariancinæ
struktûrà, tyrimo metu atlikta analizë rodo, kad valdytojø ir nuosavybës rûðiø diversifikacija leidþia padidinti
rezultatyvumà. Be to, analizës metu pastebëta ir tai, kad naudojant pastovios koreliacijos analizæ suformuotas efektyvus
portfelis gali bûti në kiek ne efektyvesnis uþ paprastai diversifikuotà portfelá, nes paaiðkëjo, kad kai kuri paprastosios
diversifikacijos strategija yra labai efektyvi.




